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A Polish Woman in the Polish Women’s Alliance.

Opinions and thoughts were expressed in the editorial of “Dziennik Związkowy” 
(Polish Daily News) dated on the 16th this year, devoted to the discussion of our magazine, raising the issue of 
the relationship between the two national related organizations: the “Polish National Alliance” and the “Polish 
Women’s Alliance in America.”

Through eleven years of arduous struggle, fight for a strong, independent place for life, eleven years of strenuous 
efforts, treatments and persistent work, a small handful of first founding mothers once created an organization 
that became a serious institution, numbering presently over 8,000 members. They have formed a strong legion 
of women acting in solidarity, with whom everyone is obliged to communicate with deserved respect. We 
emphasize the words above - “as already with strength”, wishing that each member of the “Polish Women’s 
Alliance” remembers them well and realizes that only by building the strength of the Union, by multiplying the 
number of members, expanding the scope of work - we could gain importance, seriousness, and recognition 
for all Polish women. Yes - honorable Sisters - in life only that becomes victorious, what is strong, rooted in its 
own state of power, that goes its own way, pursues its own goals and assumptions and gains voice and place. 
And so - through independent work, through solidarity, courageous union of women – those organized in the 
“Polish Women’s Alliance” became an active and powerfully growing force. Other organizations must consider 
this increasing activity of ours, and although in the vast expanse of our fields of national life still in the darkness, 
no one can lack a place to live or work, and through the independent raising of women’s legions, acting without 
male guides and directors – equipped only with their own courage and will - gives our brothers real food for 
thought. There is a surprise expressed in the article mentioned above: why Polish women unite in separate 
women’s organizations – while they could have worked together with men, enjoying completely equal rights, 
in mixed organizations, and further the belief is expressed that such organizations - exclusively for women - 
are completely superfluous. As an example, it refers to the activities of our great female writers who wrote for 
everyone and to queens who also reigned over everyone, both women and men. It must be admitted that the 
example above is completely wrong: our great female writers devoted the significant portion of their works to 
the fight for women’s rights and injustices, calling for self-reliance, rising, and those queens seated on thrones, 
wielding power, did not need to divide their subjects into castes, because everyone was equally submissive to 
them. We are talking about ordinary women, about those average workers of life who do not sit on the thrones of 
human thought nor on the thrones of power. Moving on to the dispute, we will try to answer the question posed 
honestly and firmly.

Mixed organizations - men’s and women’s at the same time – today do not offer an independent field for women’s 
thought and work, on the contrary, they always impose, in a severe way, the direction and decisive influence – 
the masculine one (…)


